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ABSTRACT
As the popularity of micro-blogging increases, managing friends
and followers and their tweets is becoming increasingly complex.
In this project, we explore the usage of topic models in understand-
ing both text and links in micro-blogs. On a data set of 21306 users,
we find that LDA can find good topics that seem to capture mean-
ingful topics of discussion in twitter. We also find that knowing
whether two users tweet about similar topics is more useful in pre-
dicting links between them than standard network analysis metrics
that ignore text.

1. INTRODUCTION
Language use is overlaid on a network of social connections, which
exerts an influence on both the topics of discussion and the ways
that these topics can be expressed [3]. In the past, efforts to un-
derstand this relationship were stymied by a lack of data, but so-
cial media offers exciting new opportunities. By combining large
linguistic corpora with explicit representations of social network
structures, social media provides a new window into the interaction
between language and society. Our long term goal is to develop
joint sociolinguistic models that explain the social basis of linguis-
tic variation.

In this paper we focus on microblogs: internet journals in which
each entry is constrained to a few words in length. While this plat-
form receives high-profile attention when used in connection with
major news events such as natural disasters or political turmoil,
less is known about the themes that characterize microblogging on
a day-to-day basis. We perform an exploratory analysis of the con-
tent of a well-known microblogging platform (Twitter), using topic
models to uncover latent semantic themes [1]. We then show that
these latent topics are predictive of the network structure; with-
out any supervision, they predict which other microblogs a user
is likely to follow, and to whom microbloggers will address mes-

sages. Indeed, our topical link predictor outperforms a competitive
supervised alternative from traditional social network analysis. We
explore the application of supervision to our topical link predictor,
using regression to learn weights that emphasize topics of particu-
lar relevance to the social network structure. Finally, we propose
two topics models that should better capture properties of Twitter
than LDA.

2. DATA
We acquired data from Twitter’s streaming “Gardenhose” API, which
returned roughly 15% of all messages sent over a period of two
weeks in January 2010. This comprised 15GB of compressed data;
we aimed to extract a representative subset by first sampling 500
people who posted at least sixteen messages over this period, and
then “crawled” at most 500 randomly-selected followers of each of
these original authors. The resulting data includes 21,306 users,
837,879 messages, and 10,578,934 word tokens.

2.1 Text
Twitter contains highly non-standard orthography that poses chal-
lenges for early-stage text processing.1 We took a conservative ap-
proach to tokenization, splitting only on whitespaces and apostro-
phes, and eliminating only token-initial and token-final punctua-
tion characters. Two markers are used to indicate special tokens:
#, indicating a topic (e.g. #curling); and @, indicating that the
message is addressed to another user. Topic tokens were included,
but address tokens were removed. All terms occurring less than 50
times were removed, yielding a vocabulary of 11,425 terms. Out-
of-vocabulary items were classified as either words, URLs, or num-
bers. To ensure a fair evaluation, we removed “retweets” – when a
user reposts verbatim the message of another user – if the original
message author is also part of the dataset.

2.2 Links
We experiment with two social graphs extracted from the data: a
follower graph and a communication graph (also called a mes-
sage graph). The follower graph places directed edges between
users who have chosen to follow each other’s updates; the mes-
sage graph places a directed edge between users who have ad-
dressed messages to each other (using the @ symbol). [4] argue
1For example, some tweets use punctuation for tokeniza-
tion (You look like a retired pornstar!lmao) while oth-
ers use punctuation inside the token (lOv!n d!s th!ng call3d
l!f3).



that the communication graph captures direct interactions and is
thus a more accurate representation of the true underlying social
structure, while the follower graph contains more connections than
could possibly be maintained in a realistic social network.

3. MODELING TEXT
3.1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
We constructed a topic model over twitter messages, identifying the
latent themes that characterize the corpus. In standard topic model-
ing methodology, topics define distributions over vocabulary items,
and each document contains a set of latent topic proportions [1].
However, the average message on Twitter is only sixteen word to-
kens, which is too sparse for traditional topic modeling; instead, we
gathered together all of the messages from a given user into a single
document. Thus our model learns the latent topics that characterize
authors, rather than messages.

3.2 Twitter-LDA
While LDA assigns topics to each word in all tweets of an author,
the topic assignments of all words in a tweet are independent of
each other. However given the small number of words in a single
tweet, it is expected that the topic of a tweet will be coherent, and
a single tweet will usually not talk about multiple things. Hence a
simple extension of LDA would constrain LDA topic assignments
to all words in a single tweet to have the same topic.

Figure 1 shows the Twitter-LDA model, using the same notation as
LDA. Each user has multiple tweets, and each tweet is constrained
to have a single topic (z) that generates the words (w) and hash tags
(#) of the tweets. Since the words and hashes are both generated
from z, and have multinomial distributions, we do not treat them
separately, and generate them from the same β vector, whose length
is a sum of the vocabulary size of the words and the hash. Note that
the β vector will have to be normalized separately for the words
and the hash tags, but we do not consider this issue in this paper,
since it is easily solvable. Hence, for notational convenience, we
will refer to the words and hash tags of a tweet together as wn for
n = 1...N , with N being the total number of words and hash tags.
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Figure 1: Plate representation of Twitter-LDA

Once we have defined the model, we develop a variational inference
procedure for approximate inference, and use it in a variational ex-
pectation maximization algorithm for parameter estimation.

3.2.1 Variational Inference
In posterior inference, we seek to compute the posterior distribution
of the latent variables conditioned on the observations. Exact pos-
terior inference is intractable, hence we use variational inference.
We use a fully factorized family for the variational inference,

q(Θ, Z|γ,Φ) =
∏
u

{qθ(θd|γd)
∏
tw

qz(zu,tw|φu,tw)} (1)

where u represents the users and tw the tweets of user u. γ is the set
of Dirichlet parameters, one for each user, and Φ is the multinomial
parameters, one for each tweet, for each user.

Minimizing the relative entropy is equivalent to maximizing the
Jensen’s lower bound on the marginal probability of the observa-
tions.

L =
∑
u

∑
tw

∑
w

Eq(log p(wu,tw|β1...K , zu,tw)) +∑
u

∑
tw

Eq(log p(zu,tw|θu) +
∑
u

Eq(log p(θu|α) +H(q)

As in LDA, minimizing this bound leads to the following updates,
that can be used in a coordinate descent algorithm to find the best
variational parameters γ and Φ. The derivation is very similar to
the LDA, and the final updates are given below

φni ∝ (
∏

v:v∈twn

βiv) exp{Ψ(γi)−Ψ(

k∑
j=1

γi)} (2)

γi = αi +

N∑
n=1

φni (3)

3.2.2 Variational EM
We fit the model by finding maximum likelihood estimates for the
parameters α and β. The α update is the same as in LDA, while
to find the MLE of β, we observe that now there is an additional
level in the hierarchy to sum over, hence the update for β has an
additional sum.

For topic i, and word j

βij ∝
∑

u:users

∑
tw:tweets

∑
w:words

φu,tw,iw
j
u,tw,w (4)

3.3 Modeling Links
Authors with similar topic proportions are likely to share interests
or dialect, suggesting potential social connections. Author similar-
ity can be quantified without supervision by taking the dot product



of the topic proportions. If labeled data is available ( partially ob-
served network), then regression can be applied to learn weights for
each topic. [2] describe such a regression-based predictor, which
takes the form exp

(
−ηT (z̄i − z̄j) ◦ (z̄i − z̄j)− ν

)
, denoting the

predicted strength of connection between authors i and j. Here
z̄i (z̄j) refers to the expected topic proportions for user i (j), η is
a vector of learned regression weights, and ν is an intercept term
which is only necessary if a the link prediction function must return
a probability. We used the updates from Chang and Blei to learn η
in a post hoc fashion, after training the topic model.

3.3.1 Global Link Modeling
One limitation of the above models is that the topic inference and
link prediction are done separately, thus the existence of a link can-
not influence the topics of the corresponding users. However, since
homophily has been observed in the Twitter social network (with
up to 70% of links being reciprocal), users that link to each other
can be expected to talk about similar things. The Relational Topic
Model takes one step in this direction, however, it only takes into
account similarity of topics when predicting links. Global measures
of the network itself like presence of hubs etc. cannot be captured
by the RTM.

We propose a very simple extension of the RTM, where the link
between two users a and b, is dependent on three things:

• The similarity of the topics the two users talk about, i.e. (z̄a◦
z̄b).

• The popularity of user b, when user a links to b, approxi-
mated by the number of users following b, denoted by Eb.

• The number of common neighbors between a and b, denoted
by Na,b.

The probability of observing a link ya,b can then be expressed as a
function of these 3 factors, with a weight for each. The link func-
tion used here is the logistic function (logit), though it may be
replaced by any other suitable function that maps our features to
(0, 1).

P (ya,b|za, zb, Na,b, Eb) = logit(ηT (z̄a ◦ z̄b)+δEb+ωNa,b+ν)
(5)

where x ◦ y represents the Hadamad or element-wise product be-
tween x and y.

The model can be visualized in figure 2.

This model extends RTM by adding two observed nodes to the
model. Since no new hidden nodes are added, the inference step
does not change. In the M-step of the variational E-M, two new
parameters need to be estimated, δ, and ω. However, since they ap-
pear in a logistic function, in the same way as η, they are learned by
using the same updates as η by doing gradient descent. Since only
positive links are observed and modeled by GLM, a regularization
penalty is added to the logistic function, parametrized by ρ, which
assumes ρ negative links in the network (without specifying which
ones), and incorporates them into the estimates.
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Fig 2. A two-document segment of the RTM. The variable yd,d! indicates whether the
two documents are linked. The complete model contains this variable for each pair of doc-
uments. This binary variable is generated contingent on the topic assignments for the
participating documents, zd and zd! , and global regression parameters !. The plates in-
dicate replication. This model captures both the words and the link structure of the data
shown in Figure 1.

This modeling decision is important. A natural alternative is to model
links as a function of the topic proportions vectors !d and !d! . One such
model is that of Nallapati et al. (2008), which extends the mixed-membership
stochastic blockmodel (Airoldi et al. 2008) to generate node attributes. Sim-
ilar in spirit is the non-generative model of Mei et al. (2008) which “regular-
izes” topic models with graph information. The issue with these formulations
is that the links and words of a single document are possibly explained by
disparate sets of topics, thereby hindering their ability to make predictions
about words from links and vice versa.

In enforcing that the link probability function depends on the latent topic
assignments zd and zd! , we enforce that the specific topics used to generate
the links are those used to generate the words. A similar mechanism is
employed in Blei and McAuli!e (2007) for non pair-wise response variables.
In estimating parameters, this means that the same topic indices describe
both patterns of recurring words and patterns in the links. The results in
Section 4.1 show that this provides a superior prediction mechanism.

We explore four specific possibilities for the link probability function.
First, we consider

(2.1) "!(y = 1) = #(!T(zd ! zd!) + $),

where zd = 1
Nd

!
n zd,n, the ! notation denotes the Hadamard (element-wise)

product, and the function # is the sigmoid. This link function models each
per-pair binary variable as a logistic regression with hidden covariates. It
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Figure 2: Global link modeling is a simple extension of RTM

Thus, the objective function to estimate these parameters is

min
η,δ,ω,ν

∑
(a,b)∈Edges

log p(ya,b|za, zb, η, δ, ω, ν)

+ ρ logit(ηT (Π̄ ◦ Π̄) + δĒ + ωN̄ + ν)

where Π̄ = 1
|U|
∑
u z̄u is the mean topic vector over all users,

Ē = 1
|U|
∑
uEu, and N̄ = 1

|U|
∑
a

∑
bNa,b are the mean influ-

ence and mean common neighbors across all nodes in the network
(and not just the ones with links). Since this objective is differen-
tiable, given ρ, the gradient can be computed and conjugate gradi-
ent descent can be used to find the parameter values.

4. RESULTS
We constructed topic models using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)2.
We implemented Twitter-LDA and GLM in Java, however, we be-
lieve that GLM has a bug, hence its results are not reported here.

4.1 Text Analysis
We ran LDA with 50 topics, detailed results of the run can be
found at http://sailing.cs.cmu.edu/socialmedia/
naacl10ws/. There were 8 topics from different languages (French,
Dutch, Indonesian, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, German, mixture
of English and Indoneisan). Two topics seemed to capture stop-
words in different communities, and one topic was a mixture of
travel and spam. The remaining 39 topics were manually classified
into the six broad categories shown in Table 1. As can be seen,
many of the topics focus on content (for example, electronics and
sports), others capture distinct languages and even dialect variation.
Such dialects are particularly evident in stopwords (you versus u).

We repeated the same experiment with Twitter-LDA, and a brief
analysis is shown in Figure 3. Over 50 topics, the number of con-
versation topics seem to increase in Twitter-LDA versus LDA, at
the expense of content topics(news, markets etc.) - there were
13 conversation topics in Twitter-LDA as opposed to 10 in LDA.
The one exception was the emergence of a topic about Haiti in
Twitter-LDA; in LDA, tweets about Haiti got diffused into differ-
ent categories like food (Send food, supplies to Haiti!),
2http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~blei/lda-c



travel (Doctors without Borders travel to Haiti), prayer
etc. The number of foreign language topics remained fixed.

One question we could ask using Twitter-LDA was whether the
hash-tags captured meaningful associations with topics. We ob-
served that for content topics, the top hash tags accurately describe
the topic, while for conversation and language topics, this is not
true. For example, the top hash tags associated with the politics
topic shown in figure 3 are #sarahpalin, #news, #fox. Conver-
sation topics cannot have "topical" tags, but instead capture com-
mon tags in the dataset like #WhatSheSaid, #ItsSoStupid etc.

Structured topic models that explicitly handle these two orthogonal
axes of linguistic variation versus content are an intriguing possi-
bility for future work.

4.2 Link Analysis
We evaluate our topic-based approach for link prediction on both
the message and follower graphs, comparing against an approach
that only considers the network structure. [7] perform a quantita-
tive comparison of such approaches, finding that the relatively sim-
ple technique of counting the number of shared neighbors between
two nodes is a surprisingly competitive predictor of whether they
are linked; we call this approach common-neighbors. We evaluate
this method and our own supervised LDA+regression approach by
hiding half of the edges in the graph, and predicting them from the
other half. As mentioned earlier, due to the possibility of a bug in
our code, we do not present RTM and GLM results here, and leave
it for future work. (The current results I observed seem to imply
that RTM does worse than LDA+regression, which contradicts the
results reported in the RTM paper.)

For each author in the dataset, we apply each method to rank all
possible links; the evaluation computes the average rank of the true
links that were held out (for our data, a random baseline would
score 10653 – half the number of authors in the network). As
shown in Figure 4, topic-based link prediction outperforms the al-
ternative that considers only the graph structure. Interestingly, post
hoc regression on the topic proportions did not consistently im-
prove performance, though joint learning may do better (e.g., Chang
and Blei, 2009). The text-based approach is especially strong on the
message graph, while the link-based approach is more competitive
on the followers graph; a model that captures both features seems
a useful direction for future work.

5. DISCUSSION
This project explored the use of topic models in understanding both
text and links in Twitter. On a dataset of 21306 users, we found that
LDA finds meaningful topics, that seem to capture the kinds of con-
versations observed in Twitter, with topics being equally divided
into conversations between users, spam, and content topics (like
news, travel, gaming, etc). Twitter-LDA proposed a simple exten-
sion that allowed us to find representative tweets for each topic,
by assigning a single tweet to a single topic. This had the effect
of finding more conversation topics at the expense of content top-
ics. Interestingly enough, the conversation topics seemed to capture
more linguistic variations in Twitter-LDA, with separate topics for
positive words and a separate one for negative words. One of the

topics found has top topic words "niggas, hoes, neva" etc. which
was not observed in LDA. Clearly, a more detailed study is needed.

We also predicted links in Twitter using topic similarity alone. We
observed that topic-similarity is more helpful in predicting links on
the message graph than on the follower graph. This confirms to our
intuition that people who talk to each other (message graph) are
more similar to each other in the content of their tweets than peo-
ple who follow each other (follower graph), where following a user
may be explained by their fame or the number of common neigh-
bors etc, instead of topic-similarity. On the basis of this conclusion,
we derived a new model that captures global network properties,
specifically influence of a user and number of common neighbors.
Future evaluation will study important of each topic in predicting
links. For example, are spammers more likely to link to each other
than regular people? Is content similarity more important than lin-
guistic similarity when predicting links?

This work has studied text and links separately, to enable us to
derive better intuition of the contribution of the two ideas in un-
derstanding twitter. A joint model, that predicts a single topic per
tweet, and also predicts links, much like GLM, using topic similar-
ity and global network properties as features, seems to be a useful
direction for future work.

6. ADDITIONAL AUTHORS
Jacob Eisenstein and Shay Cohen. Jacob and Shay contributed
equally with Kriti in collecting data, running LDA, and running
the LDA+regression link prediction work. Kriti derived and imple-
mented Tiwtter-LDA, and GLM, and did the topic analysis for both
models.
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geting ready go to dinner and movie with some
friends!!!!!!!!!
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going, day, work, so, am, night, today, time, is

Slang @MsGumdrop lmao das ok now u 1 step smarter den
da next person onlything i remember is math n science
smh

-OOV-, u, lol, i, me, my, a, 2, im, ur, on, up, lmao,
like, in, shit, its, get, got, n

Weather @JPRennquist concerned on the amount of ice that may
form over Lake Superior, that would play a bigger role
on our weather by March thru May

the, a, -OOV-, in, it, of, on, is, to, ’s, and, cold, for,
this, snow, just, here, good, morning, today, weather

Optimism Feeling the hope that a new day brings. -OOV-, for, the, of, in, thanks, ’s, to, great, at, a, it,
out, -URL-, today, new, so, 2, you, see
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say hi to some new #followfriday frenz:
@Kdark74 @MAKEAMILLION1 @janettefuller
@The_Scallywags @therealamaru @mslegalhelp

you, follow, thanks, ff, for, thank, rt, the, to, back,
your, me, are, followfriday, a, great, u, -OOV-, is, hi

Weight
loss

Start Losing Weight NOW. Shed holiday pounds safely
and effectively. Free Trial Offers. Act today! spon
http://tinyurl.com/yd9m8po

-URL-, -OOV-, free, weight, to, for, the, on, loss,
and, your, get, save, off, a, with, fitness, diet, at,
lose, fat
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) Financial Market breadth is very negative; a bearish indication
see http://bit.ly/lPIyW #News #Trading #Investing #Fi-
nance #SPX #Mkt #Business #Stocks

-URL-, for, -OOV-, business, to, in, home, real, the,
estate, credit, a, mortgage, on, finance, economy,
money, market, and

Gadgets The Switch From iPhone To Android, And
Why Your First Impression Is Wrong #gadgets
http://bit.ly/4GTPmo

-URL-, -OOV-, the, to, iphone, google, for, and, of,
a, on, apple, ces, app, one, ’s, in, with, nexus, new
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Jobs #jobs Oracle Project Manager 12i in Denver, Colorado
http://jobshouts.com/job/10128/

-OOV-, -URL-, job, jobs, for, a, to, me, and, follow,
the, in, need, looking, we, php, at, little, rock, i

Gadgets don’t miss : Canon PowerShot SD960 IS Digital ELPH
Camera (Pink) + 4GB SD Card + Case + NB-4L + Ac-
cessory Kithttp://bit.ly/60JFM2
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Television RT @joshmmartin: How about nearly everyone on the
Atlanta episode of #americanidol tonight w/ a country
accent hasn’t been from GA

ha, -OOV-, la, idol, flu, a, american, boxing, of,
the, show, fight, castle, floyd, hee, on, swine, amer-
icanidol, you, dude

Film
and
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RARE Michael Jackson interview with Soulbeat 1979
http://bit.ly/RBsDk Pls ReTweet & #FollowFriday us !
MJ music 4ever!
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) Prayer Lord someone is in that rubble in Haiti who needs to
hang on and believe for a miraculous rescue. Breathe
on them!Be their rescue!#tcot#pray

-OOV-, for, god, please, love, and, my, haiti, pray,
in, to, the, you, praying, of, her, help, hugs, all, is,
jesus

Food Good Food, Good Wine and a Bad Girl: A Slice of
Heaven - Chocolate Banana Bread: Chocolate Banana
Bread http://bit.ly/5LiSwp

-OOV-, -URL-, the, to, and, a, in, for, haiti, food, of,
’s, with, our, we, recipe, cooking, on, at, wine

Table 1: Examples from the 50 topics found by the LDA model. In each broad category, the first column roughly summarizes the
topic, the second shows a representative tweet from the same topic, and the third column shows the top 20 words in this topic.



happy happy new year second day in and i 'm 
feeling very excited about this year already 

best day of the year d rt @ninj55 bid day 
wanna go gotta go a chi o #axo #butler   

rt @airamericamedia please tell us this is a 
reality tv show sarah palin to be a contributor to 
fox news http://bit.ly/7vu8xt 

rt @conservatweet fr let the sun shine health 
care dem leaders reportedly plan to forge a final 
reform bill behi.http://bit.ly/5dgsvw 

6.m en for your free presentation with 
important tips to start losing your belly fat and 
carving out ripped six pack abs http://bit.ly/
7g00yu 

up to 65 off top tv dvd and free budget 
shipping exp 2/19/10 http://
www.bestcouponfor.com/buy-com-a346.aspx 

@deananddeluca i have friends who are 
bummed out that dean and deluca won 't be 
coming to newport beach ca 

@mygomom i remember couldn 't order from 
google chrome so i went to internet explorer 
instead still don 't remember downlading will 
check 

Figure 3: Visualizing four out of 50 topics found by Twitter-LDA. The words are the top-25 words of the topic, and two tweets
assigned to the topic are shown.

Figure 1: Mean rank of test links (lower is better), reported over 4-fold cross-validation. Common-neighbors is a
network-based method that ignores text; the LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) methods are grouped by number of
latent topics.

dataset.

Links We experiment with two social graphs ex-
tracted from the data: a follower graph and a com-
munication graph. The follower graph places di-
rected edges between users who have chosen to fol-
low each other’s updates; the message graph places
a directed edge between users who have addressed
messages to each other (using the @ symbol). Hu-
berman et al. (2009) argue that the communication
graph captures direct interactions and is thus a more
accurate representation of the true underlying social
structure, while the follower graph contains more
connections than could possibly be maintained in a
realistic social network.

3 Method

We constructed a topic model over twitter messages,
identifying the latent themes that characterize the
corpus. In standard topic modeling methodology,
topics define distributions over vocabulary items,
and each document contains a set of latent topic
proportions (Blei et al., 2003). However, the aver-
age message on Twitter is only sixteen word tokens,
which is too sparse for traditional topic modeling;
instead, we gathered together all of the messages
from a given user into a single document. Thus our
model learns the latent topics that characterize au-
thors, rather than messages.

Authors with similar topic proportions are likely
to share interests or dialect, suggesting potential so-
cial connections. Author similarity can be quan-
tified without supervision by taking the dot prod-
uct of the topic proportions. If labeled data is
available (a partially observed network), then re-
gression can be applied to learn weights for each

topic. Chang and Blei (2009) describe such a
regression-based predictor, which takes the form
exp

!
!!T (z̄i ! z̄j) " (z̄i ! z̄j) ! "

"
, denoting the

predicted strength of connection between authors i
and j. Here z̄i (z̄j) refers to the expected topic pro-
portions for user i (j), ! is a vector of learned re-
gression weights, and " is an intercept term which
is only necessary if a the link prediction function
must return a probability. We used the updates from
Chang and Blei to learn ! in a post hoc fashion, after
training the topic model.

4 Results

We constructed topic models using an implemen-
tation of variational inference2 for Latent Dirich-
let Allocation (LDA). The results of the run
with the best variational bound on 50 topics can
be found at http://sailing.cs.cmu.edu/
socialmedia/naacl10ws/. While many of
the topics focus on content (for example, electron-
ics and sports), others capture distinct languages and
even dialect variation. Such dialects are particu-
larly evident in stopwords (you versus u). Struc-
tured topic models that explicitly handle these two
orthogonal axes of linguistic variation are an intrigu-
ing possibility for future work.

We evaluate our topic-based approach for link
prediction on both the message and follower graphs,
comparing against an approach that only consid-
ers the network structure. Liben-Nowell and Klein-
berg (2003) perform a quantitative comparison of
such approaches, finding that the relatively simple
technique of counting the number of shared neigh-

2http://www.cs.princeton.edu/!blei/
lda-c

Figure 4: Mean rank of test links (lower is better), reported over 4-fold cross-validation. Common-neighbors is a network-based
method that ignores text; the LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) methods are grouped by number of latent topics.


